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Abstract—The popularity of wireless local area networks has
led to a dramatic increase in the density of access points,
especially in urban areas. These access points are individually
owned, placed, and power-tuned for their local users and are
generally oblivious to others. On the other hand, the abundance
of access points that mostly share the same upstream provider,
offers opportunities for optimization of association to mitigate
the negative impact of the overlapped coverage. We use this
opportunity to enable collaboration by using a share of each
access point’s bandwidth to serve non-local users and gain
access to their bandwidth in return. We extend the conventional
proportional fair association through sharing and collaboration
among individual networks, and present centrally optimized
solutions. Our performance evaluation, based on data traces col-
lected in 100 residential locations, demonstrate the superiority of
our solution, outperforming the throughput of non-collaborative
optimal access by up to 140%1.

I. INTRODUCTION

The popularity of wireless local area networks for home

internet access has led to a dramatic increase in the density

of access points, especially in urban areas. While a user is

connecting to an access point, other access points may be

active within its receiving or sensing range. Unfortunately,

many of these access points operate on the same channel,

given the limited number of orthogonal channels in 802.11

wireless networks. This results in higher interference, higher

collisions, and consequently sub-optimal throughput.

Figure 1 shows a real-world example of the received signal

strength, channel usage, and rate of available access points

for a representative user that we have tracked in a 25-story

apartment complex. There are 54 available access points within

the receiving range of the user, with 20% of them having a

fairly high signal strength level as illustrated in 1(a). Figure

1(b) further illustrates the high number of active access points

on each of the three orthogonal channels. Apparently, there

are overlapped channels among a number of access points,

known as co-channel access points [9] [3], which inevitably

suffer from collisions and interference. The interference, on the

other hand, depends on the usage of the channels [13], which

further depends on the particular users associated to individual

access points. To date, naive fixed association or simple
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signal strength based association remain dominating, which

in general fail to maximize the overall network throughput,

not to mention ensuring fairness among the users.

The densely deployed access points, on the other hand, offer

great opportunities for wireless users to smartly choose the

access point to associate with. However, in home wireless

networks, users can only use their dedicated access point.

Fortunately, most of these networks share the same upstream

internet service provider. This is an opportunity to enable

collaboration and central management for optimization of

access point association. In our measurements, four different

providers offered residential access, two of them providing the

majority of the connections. The provider can control sharing

and usage limits of the collaborative networks to consistently

satisfy the bandwidth requirements of local users. This way the

users can take advantage of access points available to them in

an area covered with multiple dense wireless networks.

Earlier studies have suggested that a proportional fair access

point association ensures fairness with maximized aggregate

throughput [16]. Unfortunately, this needs interference op-

timizations enforced during deployment. In other words, it

assumes that all of the access points are working on orthogonal

channels, which is simply not practical for dense networks.

In this paper, we closely examine the proportional fair

access point association with densely deployed wireless net-

works. We enable collaboration and sharing among individual

networks, and present optimized solutions for multiple access

points to collaboratively serve wireless users within a set of

networks that share the same upstream provider. Collabora-

tion and bandwidth sharing is enabled by defining explicit

bandwidth limits that are different for local and external users

of an access point. The upstream provider can collect user

signal data from individual wireless networks, centrally find

the optimal association and provide it to the access points.

To our knowledge, this is the first work that enables the

access points to effectively collaborate with explicitly defined

bandwidth limits for external users, so as to mitigate the impact

of interference and node deployment in dense wireless net-

works. Sharing resources with external users, and interference

mitigation for an inevitably user-controlled deployment, make

our collaborative system fundamentally different from those

of enterprise networks. Furthermore, inspired by the advances

in wireless firmware virtualization [5] and traffic aggregation
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Fig. 1. Access points available to a sample user - from measurements in a 25-story apartment complex

[12] [8], which enable a client to connect to more than one

access point, we enable concurrent association with multiple

access points that fully utilizes the network resources.

Our performance evaluations, based on real data traces

collected in 100 urban residential locations in Vancouver, have

demonstrated the superiority of the proposed solution, which

generally outperform the dedicated access point association by

up to 140% in certain node deployments. We further discuss

the practical implications of our solution and show that only

software updates are expected at wireless clients, while only

configuration changes may be required at the access points.

Overall, the key contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We design a collaborative network that enables sharing

access and centralized association optimization on dense

deployments of individually owned access points.

• Extending proportional fair association, we model co-

channel access points, sharing, and collaborative access,

and provide optimal solutions in this system.

• We present measurement data from urban areas and apart-

ment complexes in 100 locations in residential neighbour-

hoods to verify our design choices and show our solution

can improve the overall throughput by up to 140%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next

section discusses the related work. We present a motivating

example, and an experiment in section III. In section IV and

IV-B, we present the system architecture, access model, and

notations for access association optimization. We present our

optimal collaborative association solution in section V. We

present performance analysis of the optimization framework

and evaluations in section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper

and discuss future work in section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In existing wireless networks, a client is either associated to

a dedicated access point, or to the best access point in terms

of such metrics as the received signal strength index (RSSI),

potential throughput estimates [22] [17], end-to-end airtime

cost [10], or a combination of different metrics defined as

association cost [18]. The decision is generally made by the

client locally and selfishly, which has been analyzed through

game theory in different network settings, e.g., wireless ac-

cess networks [24] [7] [19], cognitive radio networks [11],

and cellular networks with linear topologies (linear cellular

networks) [15]. It has been shown that the selfish behavior

does not necessarily converge to the optimal equilibrium [23].

Optimized decentralized association algorithms [14] [23]

[11] try to achieve global optimum with local client measure-

ments. Yet certain simplifications have been made in these

pioneering studies, e.g., uniform throughput among all users

or linear topology, which can hardly be extended to general

network settings. For example, Xu et al. [23] and Kauffman

et al. [14] assume all users on a single access point have the

same throughput. Hong et. al [11] limit the modelling to linear

wireless networks. Our work addresses these issues.

Centralized associations, on the other hand, provide op-

timal associations. Koutsopoulos et al. [15] suggested that a

joint access point selection and channel assignment for linear

cellular networks can achieve the optimum by minimizing the

maximum clique (a set of cells that all interfere with each

other) load. Their solution however cannot be extended to

general cellular networks, in two dimensional area since the

reuse constraints are not met and the clique loads cannot

be balanced. Bejerano et al. [4] proposed an association

control for global max-min service in wireless networks. Zhu

et al. [25] proposed a user-centric management of wireless

networks to alleviate the collision problem. Liu et al. [17] also

incorporated a client-AP association scheme for their practical

spatial reuse antenna management solution.

Proportional fair association, among all centralized so-

lutions, yields a good balance between system throughput

and fairness. Li et al. [16] proposed a 2+ε approximation

of optimal proportional-fair access point association in multi-

rate wireless local area networks. Baid et al. [3] extended the

formulation to enable cooperation among the access points

from different networks. The proportional fair association,

however, assumes there are no two access points sharing the

same channel within the same sensing range. This requirement

can hardly be met in dense wireless networks and ignoring it

in collaborative access will lead to a sub-optimal solution.

We extend the proportional fair association to model collab-

oration among the access points in a dense environment with a
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Fig. 2. An example Network (a) Link capacities of the sample network, (b) Optimal association decision for non-collaborative access points (dedicated
access points or enterprise setting), overall throughput = 29. (c) Optimized collaborative association using the our proposed method, overall throughput = 37.
(d) Optimized collaborative association using the proposed method when multiple associations are allowed, overall throughput = 36.

large number of overlapped channels. We also model defining

local and external bandwidth usage limits for the users, to

ensure service for local users. Inspired by the advances in

wireless firmware virtualization to enable a client to connect to

more than one access point [5] and measurements confirming

the gains of the method [21], we further extend the model

to include association decisions to connect a user to multiple

access points.

III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Consider three access points a1, a2, and a3 and four wireless

clients, w1-w4, where the rate of the wireless connection

between each access point and wireless client is as indicated

on the dotted lines on figure 2(a). All three access points are

on the same frequency channel. Such a configuration is very

common as part of a dense deployment.

Optimal non-collaborative access is illustrated in 2(b). Each

user connects to its own local access point or the access point

with the highest signal strength which is w1 and w2 to a1, w3

to a2, and w4 to a3. The access points serve their users with

equal serving time. The access points working on the same

channel should also share the channel with equal share times.

The dedicated access is also a proportional fair association.

The throughput for user w1 will be 2. This is because it shares

the access point with another user and therefore gets 1/2 of

serving time, and the access point shares channel with 3 co-

channel access points and therefore gets 1/3 of channel air-

time. The rest of the users’ throughputs will be 8, 3, and 16,

respectively, and the overall throughput of the network is 29.

Optimal collaborative access, alternatively, assumes each

access point allocates up to 1/3 of its resources to serve

external users (e.g. when a3 serving w3). As shown in figure

2(c), a1 serves w1 and w2. a3 serves w3 and w4, resulting

in user throughputs of 3, 12, 6, and 16, respectively, and total

throughput of 37. This is the optimal collaborative access point

association decision.

Optimal collaborative access with multiple associations
allows multiple access point associations in collaborative asso-

ciation optimization, as illustrated in figure 2(d), a1 serves w1

to w3 and a3 serves w4 and w3. In this case, the throughput

for users is 2, 8, 4 + 6, and 16, respectively, resulting in a

total throughput of 36. The total throughput is less than the

collaborative association in 2(c), however, the throughput for

user w3 is noticeably higher with all other throughputs equal to

those in the network with no collaboration, illustrated in 2(b).

This case is desirable when user w3 is more important for the

provider (e.g., pays more and expects higher throughput).

In addition to the increase in the system throughput, dis-

abling the access point a2 results in decreased interference

in the network. This will improve the throughput of all users

within its sensing range.

IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. Architecture

There are three different entities within collaborate net-

works: access points, wireless clients, and upstream providers.

Collaborative access does not impose any changes on the

access points. Local users of a wireless network deploy the

access points. Therefore, the placement, power setting, or

channel assignment of the access points have already been

decided (e.g., optimized) during deployment. The deployment

parameters can be changed by the users and these changes

trigger association decisions at the upstream provider.

Wireless clients connect to the access points based on asso-

ciation decisions provided by the upstream provider. However,

while initially joining the network, the wireless clients do

not know the association decisions. Therefore, the association

process starts by wireless client connecting to the upstream

provider by the local access point or the strongest signal

access point prior to having the association decision from

the upstream provider. This is the initial step in association,

and association between the wireless client and access point

is not considered completely established. Therefore no data

connections are made in this step, before the decision is

announced by the upstream provider. Association decisions are

made by the upstream provider and announced to the wireless

clients through the initial association.

A software update at the wireless client enables the wireless

client to decide the association based on the association

variable announced by the upstream provider rather than the

strongest signal value. It also provides firmware virtualization

for multiple access point connections at the same time. The

wireless clients without software updates will only be able to

connect to their local access points. The upstream provider

centrally optimizes the access point associations within the

collaborative network. This is performed by clustering, and

access point association optimization. Clustering is performed
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Fig. 3. AP association decision in upstream provider

on the access points and users to decide the scope of each cen-

tralized optimization. Since the wireless local area networks

have a limited coverage area, the provider performs clustering

based on location, i.e., access points and users within the

same residential building form a cluster. This ensures the

scalability of the centralized optimization by limiting the

optimization variables within the scope of each cluster. Access

point association is then centrally performed at the upstream

provider for each cluster.

All the access points ensure secure connection to the local

and external users. Security settings for each access point are

performed by the local users of that access point, and shared

with the upstream provider for external user access setting.

This is also performed by the wireless client software update,

enabling it to configure the local access point for such settings.

TABLE I
DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS

Symbol Description
A Set of all available access points
m Number of available access points m = |A|
U Set of all wireless clients
n Number of wireless clients n = |U |
C Set of available wireless channels
c Number of available wireless channels c = |C|
pi Transmission power of AP i
Ri Downlink rate limit of access pint i
Li Downlink usage limit of access point i
ni Number of wireless clients in network of AP i
αij Max share % of user j on AP i
γij Modulation coefficient of user j on AP i
dij 1 if AP i is in receiving range of user j
sij 1 if AP i is in sensing range of user j
wij Priority of user j for access point i
σij Cost of association of user j to access point i

rkij Link rate between AP i & user j on channel k

tkij Air-time of AP i for user j on channel k

bkij Bandwidth share of user j on AP i on channel k

xk
ij Association of user j to AP i on channel k

B. Centralized Collaborative Access Model

In this section, we provide the model and notations for the

mathematical programming formulation of centralized access

point association optimization at the upstream provider. We

consider a service provider that manages m wireless local

area networks, each of one access point. There are n wire-

less clients served by the same upstream provider, and the

provider’s goal is to maximize the total downlink throughput

for all the networks, while ensuring fairness across individual

users. Table I summarizes our notations.

To provide collaborative association, we assume that each

access point can allocate a certain portion of its bandwidth αij

to serve other (non-local) users to increase the global provider

network throughput. αij = 1 for the local users. A user gets

different share on different non-local access points based on

each access point’s sharing settings.

Fig. 4. Access points and wireless clients in a single provider’s networks

In practice, each access point i has a downlink rate limit

of Ri, to provide local wireless network access to ni local

users. This limit is based on their contract with the provider.

Also, each network (access point) i has a downlink usage limit

Li, also dictated by the provider. To motivate collaborative

access, the provider can increase the usage limit by the usage

of external users supported on each access point and decrease

it by the users’ usage on other networks, so that the total usage

limit of a local network does not shrink for its own users.

If two access points are within each others’ sensing range

or have a receiving user within each others’ receiving range,

they should use orthogonal channels for transmission, or

their simultaneous transmissions will interfere. In a densely

deployed network, frequency planning can hardly guarantee

orthogonal channel assignment on all access points within

each other’s sensing range, and careful association is therefore

needed. We assume each access point on channel k ∈ C.

The frequency band of the network can accommodate a total

of c channels. We assume multi-rate access points that serve

different users with different wireless link rates. These require-

ments are met in most of the current access point devices. rkij
indicates the downlink rate for user j on channel k of access

point i. The rkij value is non-zero over only one channel if

the network only uses omni-directional single input, single

output access points. It can have multiple non-zero values

over different channels for multiple-input multiple-output or

directional antenna access points. The rates for different users
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depend on different parameters like interference, power, and

modulation scheme. tkij denotes the fraction of time the user j
is served on access point i on channel k. bkij is the bandwidth

share of user j on access point i on channel k (tkijr
k
ij = bkij).

The ultimate goal of the service provider is to maximize the

total downlink throughput for all the networks, while ensur-

ing fairness across individual users for customer satisfaction.

Association variable xk
ij indicates the state of the association.

Access point i is associated to a wireless client node j, over

channel k on wireless link with capacity rkij if xk
ij is non-zero.

We consider both single and multiple access point associations.

For single access point association xk
ij is a binary variable.

V. COLLABORATIVE ASSOCIATION

The objective of wireless access network management is

to optimize the xij associations for maximum network utility

while providing fair service to all of its users. It is known that

proportional fair association provides a good balance between

fairness and throughput maximization as it uses a weighted

sum of logs objective function [16]. However, the proportional

fair association cannot be used in local area networks where

the access points only serve their local users. In this section,

we provide a solution to enable sharing access to non-local

users and present the optimal collaborative association with

proportional fairness.

A. Single Access Point Association

We start from the single access point association, where a

client can connect to only one access point, and present the

access point association optimization at the upstream provider.

The baseline proportional fair access on orthogonal channel

access points, with no co-channel access points and no sharing

at the access points, can be formulated as the following non-

linear program [16] [3]:

max
∑

j∈U

log(
∑

i∈A

wijxijbij) (1)

subject to
∑

i∈A

xij = 1 ∀j ∈ U

bij =
rij∑

j′∈U

xij′
∀i ∈ A, ∀j ∈ U

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ U, ∀i ∈ A

The objective is to maximize the total throughput of the

network over xij , the association variable. In the proportional

fair framework a user can connect to any access point as

opposed to local wireless networks. The priority of serving

a user j on access point i is defined by weight of the user

in throughput maximization wij . The basic proportional fair

formulation assumes the channels are all orthogonal and there

are no co-channel access points. Therefore, rij is used for the

rate notation instead of rkij . The first constraint dictates the

client connection to only one access point; the second defines

the throughput of a user based on the number of connections

on the serving access point and the connection rate.

The above problem is NP-hard and Li et al. [16] have

proposed a 2 + ε approximation. It relaxes the problem to a

discrete linear program, and the rounding process by Shmoys

and Tardos for the generalized assignment problem [20] is then

applied to provide binary values of the association variable xij .

Note that there is no collaboration among the access points.

If sharing is allowed, the above solution can result in even

worse throughput than the dedicated access point association,

given that the channel orthogonality assumption does not hold,

particularly for dense local area wireless networks.

To address this problem, we introduce access point sharing

constraints to the formulation to enable collaboration with

explicit sharing limits. We also add multi-channel rate specifi-

cation, and frequency re-use constraints to the proportional fair

association formulation to model the dense residential areas

with multiple access points working on each channel. The

resultant optimal collaborative access point association thus

becomes:

max
∑

j∈U

log(
∑

i∈A

wijx
k
ijb

k
ij) (2)

subject to
∑

i∈A

xk
ij = 1, ∀j ∈ U, ∀k ∈ C

∑

k∈C

xk
ij = 1, ∀j ∈ U, ∀i ∈ A

bkij =
dijαijr

k
ij∑

j′∈U xk
ij′

· 1
∑

i′∈A si′j

∑
j′∈U γijrki′j′x

k
i′j′

Ri′

xk
ij ∈ {0, 1} , ∀j ∈ U, ∀i ∈ A, ∀k ∈ C

Again, the objective is to maximize the weighted bandwidth

shares of all of the users connected to an access point. The

weights are computed based on association costs, as discussed

in section IV. The provider whose goal is to provide high-

throughput access to the customers (local network/access point

owners) solves the optimization. Given a node placement,

throughput is then determined by the association strategy.

The weights of the users in collaborative association are

based on their contract with provider for using network

resources. We define σij , as the cost of association between

user j and access point i, to specify this priority. We define

wij = 1
1+σij

, where σij is calculated based on the provider

pricing. The cost σij = 0 if user j is the local user of the

access network i. If user j is not a local user for network i,
the value of σij depends on its contract. This cost is lower for

users with higher usage and bandwidth limits.

With the carrier sense multiple access (CSMA), each wire-

less node (access point or client) has a sensing range and

a receiving range. A wireless client (end user) can sense the

channel conditions of all access points within its sensing range

and can associate with any access point within its receiving

range. If a user is in the sensing range of an access point,

the access point interferes with other wireless signals the user

receives. Let dij indicate if user j is in the receiving range of

access point i, and sij indicate if user j is in sensing range

of user i, both of which are binary values and are available to
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the provider through feedbacks.

Since the xk
ij’s are binary values, the first constraint limits

the user’s connection to only one access point. The second

constraint makes sure the connection of user j to access

point i is only over a single channel. We do not need to

impose any further limits on the access point channel selection.

This is because each access point decides the transmission

channel, and the channels used in the formulation are only for

consideration of already configured co-channel access points.

We will discuss the details in section V-C. The third constraint

defines the throughput of user j connected to access point i
on channel k. The calculation is based on the number of users

to share the same access point, and the number of co-channel

access points transmitting data on each others’ receiving range.

dijαijr
k
ij ensures access point i is in the receiving range of

user j and user j is within its sharing limits αij on access

point i. αij is one for local users of an access point. The

term, 1∑
j′∈U xk

ij′
, takes care of time sharing among the users

connected to the same access point. The term

1

∑

i′∈A

si′j

∑
j′∈U γijr

k
i′j′x

k
i′j′

Ri′

ensures sharing the channel among the co-channel access

points within the sensing range of user j in the network. This

also ensures that the association decision on the channel is

based on user’s perspective. i.e. the access points received or

sensed by the user j are not working on the same channel at

the same time.

∑
j′∈U γijr

k
i′j′x

k
i′j′

Ri′
is zero if the access point

does not work on channel k, where the user j receives on

channel k. This term is equal to one if all the access point’s

users are connected to it over channel k. Therefore, if the

working channel on access point i′ is channel k but there is

no user connected to it, we will not consider the access point

as a co-channel access point in sharing the spectrum. We will

further discuss this in section V-C. Modulation γij indicates

the modulation coefficient for user j on access point i. The

modulation schemes and transmission rates are decided by the

MAC layer. For any association combination in the system

∑

k∈C

∑

j∈U

tijrkijγij = Ri

holds for all access points.

The nonlinear optimization problem (2) can be relaxed to a

discretized linear program without the integrality constraint on

xk
ij to allow multiple associations. We can then apply rounding

techniques to obtain the single access point association.

B. Multiple Access Point Association

In practice, an access point may not be willing to provide

more than a certain amount of its available bandwidth (in-

dicated by αi’s in the optimization) to a certain user. If the

user demands even higher throughput, we suggest that it can

connect to multiple access points simultaneously (see Figure

2(d)). Association to multiple access points is possible by time

sharing among the connections in the user [5].

This enables the provider to keep the connections for the

user, which could use multiple TCP or TCP-friendly rate

controlled connections [6] on the multiple access points.

The challenge, however, is to increase its throughput without

increasing the interference or contention level in the network.

To this end, we model the multiple access point association

using convex optimization, as below.

max
∑

j∈U

log(
∑

i∈A

(wijdij
∑

k∈C

tkijr
k
ij)) (3)

s. t.
∑

i∈A

tkij ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ U, ∀k ∈ C

∑

j∈U

(tkij +
∑

i′∈A

si′j
∑

j′∈U

tki′j′) ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ A, ∀k ∈ C

∑

k∈C

tkij ≤ αij ∀i ∈ A, ∀j ∈ U

0 ≤ tkij ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ C ∀j ∈ U, ∀i ∈ A

The first constraint limits the total allocated time fraction of

each user j over a channel k to 1. The second constraint says

that the fraction of time a user j is connected (to any access

point) cannot be more than 1. It also ensures the time sharing

of co-channel access points within the sensing range of user j
over channel k. The third constraint says that a user j’s fraction

of time being served on access point i over all channels cannot

be more than αij of the access point’s air-time.

The convex optimization does not determine the number

of associations. It may assign a serving time over all access

points in the receiving region of a user. Hence, we limit the

maximum number of simultaneous access points associations

for a user to c, the number of channels. This is because of

the limitation on the frequency channels available for each

wireless access point. If a wireless client is connected to

more than c access points at a time, the (c + 1)th access

point channel will interfere at least with one of the current

associations and therefore the connection will not work at the

desired rate. The number is different for directional antennas.

The provider can solve the convex program in polynomial

time. Then, it applies rounding to omit the associations with

connection rates lower than β times of the link rate to have at

most c connections at each access point by setting the air-time

share of the rest of the users to zero. Assume t′kij denotes the

transmission time shares after dropping extra connections. We

compute the new bandwidth and the final association variable

and on each client:

b′j =
∑

i∈A

∑

k∈C

rkijt
′k
ijdij ∀j ∈ U (4)

x′k
ij =

rkijt
′k
ij

b′j
∀j ∈ U, ∀i ∈ A, ∀k ∈ C (5)

We recompute the new transmission times using the new

association variables x′k
ij and the ratio of the used bandwidth
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Fig. 5. Client rates for wireless networks with 15 access points and 91 client users in a 150m× 150m area

b′j/r
k
ij . Then, we round up the non-zero association variables

to 1 and recompute the air-time share. The approximation

factor for the rounding algorithm is β2

c . The provider can also

use the convex optimization (3) and the rounding algorithm

above for wireless clients connecting only to one access point.

It provides a looser approximation factor than that of the

discrete approximation for non-linear program (2). Due to

convexity of the optimization equation, it is fast enough even

for large networks.

As mentioned earlier, the provider sets the Ri, Li, and σij

values for the access points, based on service contracts. The

provider also announces the xk
ij’s to the access points.

C. Channel Assignment

We use multi-channel formulation in the collaborative ac-

cess point association formulation. However, the channel in

the optimization formulation is used for the one or multiple

channels that the MAC layer has already selected for trans-

mission and have provided the rates over it. In other words,

the channels selected for transmission from the MAC layer

are used to formulate the multi-channel collaborative access

point association. Therefore, the rkij values are provided on

the channels that the access point has already selected and

decided the modulation scheme for, and the rkij values over

the rest of the channels are zero.

We assume that the conventional channel selection scheme

is used in the MAC layer, where each access point selects

the least contended orthogonal channel in the channel re-use

map of the network by sensing the other access points in the

vicinity. If the access points are single input single output,

as in 802.11a/b/g, they can only have non-zero rkij values for

one k ∈ C. If the access points are multiple input multiple

output, as in 802.11n, they can have non-zero rkij values over

c different channels. The term
∑

j′∈U

γijr
k
i′j′x

k
i′j′

Ri′

only takes 0 or 1 values for single input single output access

points. It can have values between 0 and 1 for multiple input

multiple output access points that sum up to 1 over all channels

for a single user. However, connection to a user over a single

channel is the common choice based on the limited number

of orthogonal channels.

The access points also set the values of dij , sij , and γij
after sensing the access points in their vicinity and report these

values along with the user feedback on rkij values from the user

to the provider for the optimization.

The provider can compute the optimal values of the non-

local αij and recommend these values to the wireless clients to

configure the access points locally according to these values.

In this paper, we do not consider details of setting αij values

and consider them as predefined values.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Data Collections

To accurately emulate real-world WiFi deployment, we have

collected residential WiFi data in more than 100 locations

in different residential locations in Vancouver, Canada. We

used an open source Wi-Fi scanning software, InSSIDer, and

WiFiExplorer for scanning the wireless access points and their

signal strength in these locations. For each location, we have

collected MAC address, SSID, BSSID, modem vendor, net-

work type, operation mode, RSSI value, maximum, average,

and minimum signal values and percentages, security type,

encryption, band, channel, signal to noise ratio (SNR), min-

imum, maximum and average noise values and percentages,

maximum rate, and stability in RSSI values in five-minute time

intervals at different times of a day. We used the collected data

in setting up the evaluation scenarios in our numerical analysis

and simulations. Our dataset is available online.

Our collected data suggested that in many residential build-

ings there are more than a handful of access points that

share the same provider, and have strong enough signal to be

considered for association for a single wireless user. We also

observed that home sharing devices (e.g., gaming consoles,

phones with WiFi tethering), although working in the WiFi

frequency, usually use lower transmission powers and are

usually not discoverable by the devices more than a few meters

away. Therefore, the devices using WiFi for home sharing can

continue working within the provided scheme.

We also collected application and traffic measurements in

a few residential buildings. We observed that downlink trans-
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Fig. 6. Client rates for wireless networks in a residential building of 25m× 25m× 30m area: 10 floors with 4 access points on each floor

missions from the access points account for the majority of the

transmission in residential wireless networks. We also found

out that the wireless capacity, reduced by high contention and

suboptimal associations, is the bottleneck in providing a high

throughput internet downlink for applications like streaming in

high density areas. This could be solved by controlled sharing

and collaborative access.

B. Simulations

1) System Configuration: We used CVX [1], a package

for specifying and solving convex programs, to solve the

the convex problem in multiple access point connection and

lpsolve to solve the discrete LP problem.

We set all the access points to work on the 2.4 GHz band

on 11 channels of 802.11b/g/n. The default transmission power

level for each node in the network is 10dBm, with a sensing

range of 125m and a receiving range of 35m for indoor access

points. The interference coefficient for completely overlapping

channels is one, and the coefficients for one, two, three,

four, and five channel separations are 0.7906, 0.5976, 0.2651,

0.00627, and 0.0012, respectively [2]. There is no interference

between orthogonal channels.

Our proposed system solves a problem which is more

evident for complex systems with a large number of access

points at each location. We simulate this environment using

our measurements from residential networks. We deployed the

access points and wireless clients with clustered distributions

and in 2D and 3D scenarios, respectively modelling flat resi-

dential areas and residential high-rises. In the 2D scenario, we

divided the given area into smaller, non-overlapping square-

shaped areas and randomly placed an access point within the

borders of each small area. We then placed a random number

of users (up to nmax, the maximum number of local users

for each access point) for each access point within the area to

resemble a residential wireless local area network.

For 3D configurations, we set the height of each floor to 3m,

and the above 2D placement is then applied for each floor.

2) Evaluation Results and Analysis: For comparison, we

also implemented dedicated access point association (default

access in residential wireless networks), and the basic propor-

tional fair access point association [16] . We enabled a share

portion of α on each access point, for the proportional fair

association as well. Therefore, the bandwidth sharing available

for proportional fair will be the same as for the collaborative

access. However, proportional fair does not consider co-

channel access points in making association decisions.

We sorted the user rates in the figures based on the client

rates in the dedicated access. The collaborative access rates

and basic proportional fair association access rates of the users

are shown with the same order to illustrate the gains of each

client using different associations.

Figure 5(b) illustrates the user rates in a sample configu-

ration of a wireless networks in a 150m × 150m area. The

access point and the user placement are depicted in Figure

5(a), where all the access points are one meters above the

ground. αij is 30% for all of the foreign users on an access

point i and 100% for all of its local users. Each access point

has at most 6 local users. The cost of association is considered

to be σij = 0 for local users, and 0.5 for other users. In this

network, we assumed Ri, the downlink rate limit from the

provider, is equal to the maximum achievable wireless rate at

the access point. This assumption implies that the bottleneck

is the wireless link capacity.

Figure 6(b) shows the user rates in a 3D scenario, which

consists of 10 floors, each of 25m×25m. The access point and

user placement is depicted in Figure 6(a). We have deployed

four access points in each floor and each access point has

at most six users connected. The sharing parameter is αij =
30% for non-local users. Because of the high number of nodes

in this configuration, we have used the convex optimization for

this scenario. The number of multiple connections allowed

is three, but most of the users connect to only one access

point. We can see that the higher the number of access points

and users per access point, the better the collaborative access

performs in comparison to dedicated access point users.

The average wireless client rate in this scenario is improved

by about 140%. This increase is due to three main reasons:

(a) The collaborative association uses fewer access points, and

therefore fewer collisions occur for co-channel access points,

resulting in less interference for non-orthogonal channel users;

(b) Majority of the users are connected to the access points

providing higher rates; (c) The load is better balanced across
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Fig. 7. Impact of (a) the number of access points, and (b) the number of users per access points on the total network throughput

access points, instead of constrained to serving local users. We

also find that the highest increase is for low-rate users, due to

elimination of co-channel access points.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) illustrate the impact of the number

of deployed access points and number of users per access

point on the collaborative access throughput. As illustrated in

these figures, availability of more access points with different

rates and connection qualities to choose from in creating the

associations, and possibility of turning off the unused access

points help the solution gracefully adapt to increase in the

deployment and demand. The gain is the most for 6-12 users

per access point, ideal for residential wireless access control.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With wireless local area networks being the main end-point

access method in homes and offices, we are expecting higher

densities in access point deployments in the next couple of

years. The high deployment density, given there is no col-

laboration among these networks, increases interference and

co-channel access points. This results in reduced throughpu.
We studied the challenges in achieving high-throughput

wireless access in dense wireless networks. We addressed
effective access point association to maximize user through-
put. Our overall solution is a centralized optimization based
on a proportional fair access point association mathematical
formulation. It is solved at the common upstream provider of
the local networks, to maximize the provider network through-
put as well as the experience for individual end users. Our
simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
solution with considerable throughput gains.
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